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Why pictures of Martin McGuinness embracing
Cherie Blair are so offensive: RUTH DUDLEY
EDWARDS deplores the Establishment's hunger
to ingratiate itself with the men of murder

By Ruth Dudley Edwards
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Cherie Blair was smiling broadly as she was kissed and embraced by Martin McGuinness in London this week.

From her perspective, in greeting the former IRA leader she was honouring her husband’s ‘triumph’ as Prime
Minister in bringing peace to Northern Ireland.

For his part, McGuinness, now the Deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland, must have regarded their
embrace at Thursday’s funeral of former Labour Cabinet minister Tony Benn at Westminster Abbey as yet
further proof that he is now a grandee of the Left-wing establishment.
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'Cherie Blair was smiling broadly as she was kissed and embraced by Martin

McGuinness in London this week. Is it really necessary for the Establishment to

ingratiate itself w ith this man of murder?'

We are encouraged to forget the decades when, with fellow IRA henchman Gerry Adams, he was one of the
brutal masterminds of the Irish terrorists’ bombing campaigns against mainland Britain.

Indeed, following his special guest status at Nelson Mandela’s funeral last year, McGuinness has had his new-
found ‘respectability’ enhanced with an invitation to a banquet with the Queen at Windsor Castle next month
during the state visit of the Irish president.

How McGuinness and Adams are revelling in the way they are now accepted with open arms by world leaders.
Such grandstanding, I would suggest is deeply offensive. 

Is it really necessary for the Establishment to ingratiate itself with these men of murder?

And, I guarantee, there will be another photo of McGuinness with a possibly reluctant Queen next month (he
was photographed shaking her hand in Belfast in 2012) if his more hardline Sinn Fein supporters allow him to
go Windsor.

The IRA’s countless victims will not be so forgiving. Indeed, we should never forget the atrocities that
McGuinness, in his new, self-styled role as international statesman, would like us to ignore.

At their height, the terror campaign was responsible for huge carnage.

In the years following Bloody Sunday in 1972, McGuinness and Adams – this coldly implacable pair of
terrorists – gradually acquired an iron grip on the IRA and determined its military and political strategy, which
was to intensify the use of murder as an instrument of persuasion against a parliamentary democracy.
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'We are encouraged to forget the decades when, w ith fellow IRA henchman Gerry

Adams, he was one of the brutal masterminds of the Irish terrorists' bombing

campaigns against mainland Britain'

It was primarily under their brutal leadership over the next three decades that IRA bombs and bullets killed,
injured and broke the hearts of tens of thousands of soldiers, police and civilians in Ireland and England. 

It was an Army Council dominated by Adams and McGuinness that, in 1979, ordered the murder of Lord
Mountbatten – the cousin of the same Queen whose Windsor home McGuinness is due to go to next month.

In 1983, they sent IRA operative Sean O’Callaghan to London to kill politicians, but also to murder Prince
Charles and Princess Diana. 

His plan was to plant a long-delay time-bomb at the back of the royal box in a West End theatre, which would
then detonate three weeks later when the couple attended a pop concert there in aid of the Prince’s Trust.

This failed because O’Callaghan, an agent for the Irish police, had the Press tipped off that he was in
England, forcing the aborting of his mission. 

McGuinness and his conspirators would never have been prepared to talk peace had they not been beaten to
a standstill by the British Army and the Royal Ulster Constabulary. 

At that point, realising they could never win through violence, they decided to pose as peace-lovers.

They acquired a veneer of charm as they moved with an eager Tony Blair towards the signing of the 1998
Good Friday Agreement.

For decades, they have been friends with foreign terrorists of various stripes, but in the 1990s – knowing their
movement was beaten – they decided to seek respectability.
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Showbusiness figures such as the actress Angelica Huston and the Hollywood star Martin Sheen were early
conquests. 

The charm offensive worked well. 

Adams and McGuinness soon had as comradely a relationship with Bill Clinton as with Tony Blair, and were on
kissing terms with the US President’s wife Hillary as well as Cherie Blair.

Thursday’s embrace with Mrs Blair was a reminder, too, of the sickening deals that her husband struck in the
name of peace – such as the release  from jail of the most evil terrorists if they had served at least two years. 

Indeed, the stench of amorality that accompanied that decision was a characteristic that many associate with
aspects of the reign of Tony Blair.

'There w ill be another photo of McGuinness with a possibly reluctant Queen next

month (pictured here shaking her hand in Belfast in 2012) if his more hardline Sinn

Fein supporters allow him to go Windsor'

The earlier close links between McGuinness and South Africa’s ANC saw him invited to Mandela’s funeral –
where the one-time man with a gun took ‘selfie’ photographs with the most prominent people and then tweeted
them.

A major step forward in his rehabilitation had happened a year earlier, when McGuinness shook hands with
the Queen. 

Clearly, he is chafing a bit at the limitations of being what he realises is a provincial politician, and three years
ago ran unsuccessfully for election as President of Ireland.
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But he hopes for better luck next time. ‘It could be me,’ he’ll be saying to himself if he looks at TV pictures of
the man who beat him to the post, as President Higgins sits in a royal carriage parade at Windsor next month.

'Thursday’s embrace with Mrs Blair was a reminder, too, of the sickening
deals that her husband struck in the name of peace'

If you find the present acceptance of this former IRA brute by world political leaders and royalty alike
nauseating, consider how much worse things could get.

McGuinness and his inner circle hate the Tories and are in close and frequent contact with union leaders and
other allies of Labour leader Ed Miliband, who spoke at Tony Benn’s funeral service. 

At the moment, Sinn Fein have five non-sitting Westminster MPs, tightly controlled by McGuinness and
Adams. After the next election, the party may win more constituencies, and, for a suitable reward, they will take
their seats.

Watching McGuinness hobnobbing with royalty is bad enough. Imagine if, after next year’s General Election,
there is another hung parliament – and he becomes the kingmaker who installs Miliband as Prime Minister.

If that were to happen, I suppose it would be a relief that times have changed since the Middle Ages and he
would no longer be able to demand as reward the hand in marriage of a royal princess.

After all, in the past he has been more in the habit of trying to blow them up.

Ruth Dudley Edwards is the author of Aftermath: The Omagh Bombings And The Families’ Pursuit Of
Justice
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annie liverpool, liverpool, United Kingdom, 15 hours ago

Cherie Blair is offensive full stop.
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brock, london, United Kingdom, 16 hours ago

If it wasn't for Blair and the discussions with the IRA we would have faced a lot more bombs....simple! Keep talking and well
done Cherie.
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